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Abstract : Monitoring of the railroad infrastructure is crucial for safety concerns and ac-
cident prevention. This task requires regular surveillance which is nowadays still carried out
by expensive and time consuming manual visual inspections in many countries. The problem
of railroad cable recognition (contact cables, catenary cables, return current cables) in rural
areas based on LiDAR point clouds has it own methods, but current state of the art solutions
suffer from extremely high computational load due the extensive size of the datasets. In this
study we analyzed and compared novel robust solutions focusing on minimizing the assump-
tions (positions and distances of track bed, rail tracks, etc.) of the algorithms, and providing
faster filtering methods that prepare the point cloud by removing the most of the points that
cannot be part of a cable. Beside implementing the investigated methods based on open source
libraries, we created a framework for algorithm pipelining, input, output and intermediate result
management, and performance analysis.
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1. Introduction
Railroad is one of the leading transportation methods both for passenger travels and cargo
shipment. Public railroad transportation provides annually 9.64 ∗ 109 unlinked passenger trips
in the EU (EuroStat 2017) and 4.87 ∗ 109 in the USA (Hughes-Cromwick and Dickens 2018).
Monitoring of the railroad infrastructure is crucial for safety concerns and accident prevention.
This task requires regular surveillance which is nowadays still carried out by expensive and time
consuming manual visual inspections in many countries.
Automated detection of railroad infrastructure has been addressed based on LiDAR point
clouds acquired both by mobile terrestrial laser scanning (MLS) by (Arastounia 2015) or aerial
laser scanning (ALS) (Zhu and Hyyppa 2014). As an orthogonal aspect, specialized algorithms
on the nature of the surrounding environment have also been developed, optimizing their re-
sults in rural (Arastounia 2015) or urban (Arastounia and Oude Elberink 2016) environments.
Powerline cable recognition in these researches depends on previously calculated results, like
the position of rail tracks. Auxiliary data sources, either laser pulse return intensity (Yang
and Fang 2014) or high resolution ortho-imagery for RGB data (Neubert et al. 2008, Beger
et al. 2011) could also be involved. While these state of the art methods provide precise results
and can even successfully segment the different types of cables (contact cables, catenary cables,
return current cables), the evaluation time of these algorithms is considerably high (multiple
hours) even for relatively small railroad segments of a few hundred meters due to the heavy
computational load.
This study is aimed at developing and comparing novel automated data-driven methods
based on LiDAR point clouds for railroad cable recognition in rural areas. While recently the
development of concurrent algorithms to boost evaluation time resulting from the extensive size
of the datasets has also been addressed by Arastounia 2017, our approach provides a robust and
automated solution by minimizing the assumptions (positions and distances of track bed, rail
tracks, etc.) of the algorithm. Robust methods for location cylinders exist, however they are
extremely inefficient when executed directly on huge point clouds. Therefore our methodology
focuses on roughly reducing the amount of points (without introducing false negatives) before
evaluating more precise methods.
The employed sample LiDAR dataset used in this study was collected by a Riegl VMX-450
high density mobile mapping system (MMS) mounted on a railroad vehicle, operating at 60
km/h. The imaging unit was composed of two 360◦ field of view laser scanners and two high-
resolution cameras. The navigation unit consisted of an integrated global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) and an inertial navigation system (INS). The data acquisition was carried out
in both directions. The sensor was capable of recording 1.1 million points / sec with an average
3 dimensional range precision of 3 mm and a maximum threshold of 7 mm. Average positional
accuracy was 3 cm with a maximum threshold of 5 cm. The acquired point cloud contains
ca. 1.54 ∗ 109 points and covers an approximately 18.5 km long and 130 m wide rural railroad
segment in Hungary, including georeferenced1 spatial information (3 dimensional coordinates of
the points) with intensity and RGB data attached to the points. A sample segment of dataset
is displayed in Figure 1.
1In the Hungarian national spatial reference system EPSG:23700.
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Figure 1: Sample view of the employed dataset.
2. Methodology
State of the art methods search for railroad cables in a pre-determined area around the
rail tracks or the train as described in Arastounia 2015, Arastounia and Oude Elberink 2016,
Arastounia 2017 and in Neubert et al. 2008. Our research aims to give more robust techniques
which do not require exact position or pre-calculated results of the railroad infrastructure to
determine the 3 dimensional location of the powerline cables. In this study we define pre-
filtering methods that reduce the extent of the point cloud, before executing a more precise
algorithm. This section discusses the proposed filtering algorithms for point reduction. These
filtering steps get can be combined (pipelined after each other), thus solving the classification
problem of cable detection. Let name the horizontal axises as x and y and the vertical axis z.
2.1. Linear time filters
Linear runtime complexity algorithms can be utilized as adequate initial filters to reduce
the point number with a low algorithmic cost. In the following algorithms we go through the
point cloud only constant times.
Ground filter To define an intuitive method for removing the ground, the mean value of
the z coordinates is calculated, then all points below that given level are trimmed from
the dataset. Since in this study we focus on rural areas, we can assume that the close
surrounding of the railroad is not populated with many high structures, generating a high
threshold value above the railroad cables.
Outlier filter The point cloud may contain outliers, mostly isolated points. These types of
data points can lower the efficiency of the filtering algorithms (which mainly depends
on the minimum or maximum coordinate values), so before applying other algorithms
these points should be removed. Thus we defined an algorithm that builds intervals (of
minimum and maximum value) along a selected axis with a point counter assigned to each
interval and remove outlier intervals in the following way.
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1. Initialize a collection of intervals (empty collection).
2. Iterate through all points:
(a) If there is an interval +/− a padding which contains the actual point, the counter
of the interval is increased. The boundaries of the interval is extended if necessary
to contain the point. In case multiple intervals overlap or their distance drops
below a threshold, they are merged.
(b) Otherwise new interval with a minimum and maximum value equaling to the
selected coordinate of the point is created, with a counter set to 1.
3. Iterate through all intervals and remove intervals with a counter less than a threshold.
4. Get the minimal and maximal value of the remaining intervals and remove all points
which are contained neither of them.
Point density based algorithm A 3 dimensional fixed size grid is defined over the point
cloud, for each grid cell the number of contained points calculated, featuring as the density
of the cell. Using 2 parameters, density limit and maximum bending, the continuous line
of the cable can be found as follows:
1. Construct the fixed 3D grid with a pre-defined cell size, and calculate the density of
each cell. Mark cells above a certain limit dense.2
2. An empty space around cables is assumed, therefore dense cells (and the points
contained) surrounded with too many further dense cells can be concluded not being
part of a powerline cable.
3. Considering an allowed maximum bending for railroad cables, cable cells have to be
preceded and succeeded by other dense cells in a linear manner.
2.2. Projection filters
The computational load usually grows with the dimension of the space, thus we developed
and applied algorithms that achieve point count reduction based on a 2 dimensional projection of
the original point cloud. This subsection describes the algorithms which operate on a projection
of the point cloud and provides a result of 2 dimensional areas in which all points can be filtered
out (regardless of the z value).
A 2 dimensional digital elevation model (DEM) is constructed from the point cloud along the
z axis, however instead of the usual inverse distance weighting (IDW) algorithm, the maximal
z coordinate in each grid cell is used as its value. An example for a projection image is the first
(top left) subimage Figure 2.
Voronoi/Thiessen After bluring the image and applying a binary threshold on it, the outer
contour and then the convex hull is calculated. The convex hull polygon has to be reduced
to achieve a polygon with less number of points, all of the points those are closely on the
same line are removed from the hull polygon. This is achieved by iterating through the
points clockwise and in each step 3 points (A, B, and C) are taken. If the included angle
of the AB and AC lines is smaller than a threshold, the 2 lines are considered collinear and
point B is removed from the polygon. Finally the Voronoi/Thiessen lines are calculated
and all points from the cloud are dropped those are farther than a threshold.
2The cell size must be small enough so that cable cells are dense and separate cable lines below or beside each
other do not fall in the same cells.
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Skeleton morphology First a reduced convex hull polygon of the projection is calculated
as we described previously, then the polygon is filled and a skeletoning morphology is
executed on it. All points of the dataset can be dropped which are farther than a threshold
to the closest skeleton point.
Angle finder First the point cloud is split into overlapping parts along the z axis and all
layers are projected into 2 dimension images. A leveling based probabilistic Hough line
detection is evaluated for all layers and the mean of the angles for all layers are calculated
separately. Then a weighted angle mean of the level angles is computed, where the weight
is the reciprocal of the line count at that level. In Figure 2 the steps of the method can
be observed. The first (top left) subimage is the projection (the input data), the following
subimages are the steps and the found lines. The last (bottom right) subimage is the
projection of the result point cloud after the point removal.
Figure 2: Mid-steps of the Angle method
Search From Above In order to reduce the noise, the projection grid is filtered by clearing
all cells that have less than half of the maximum value. Afterwards we run a probabilistic
Hough line detection on the projection first with permissive and then with strict param-
eters. Finally a cleaning phase of the algorithm goes through all the points and counts
the cells around the actual cell with a similar value – a difference lower than a small
threshold. In case this count falls below a given threshold, the cell must be removed, since
on a continuous cable, cells with similar height should be located around it.
The disadvantage of this approach would be the incapability to detect cables below each
other. To address this issue, after the first run the selected points are removed from the
cloud and the algorithm can be evaluated again to find the lower level cables also. Then,
the detected cables from consecutive runs can be merged into a single result set.
Figure 3 shows the main steps of the algorithm. In the first row the first run of the inner
algorithm is displayed, and can be observed how the line detection initially finds the cables
and the trees also, but then the cleaning step removes the false positive parts. Since our
sample dataset contained three cables (with two below each other), the second run of the
algorithm was deemed necessary. The second row of the subimages presents these results
and how the additional cable was located correctly.
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Figure 3: Mid-steps of the Angle method
3. Implementation and visualization
We built a framework3 that is capable of constructing algorithm pipes to run our filters on
the point cloud after each other to claim more precise result step by step. The framework also
manages the load and save of the point clouds or projections after each step, which helped to
observe the inner states of combined executions. For performance reasons and the availability of
the rich open-source spatial and image processing libraries, the implementation was carried out
in standard C++11. We used the following open source spatial libraries: Point Cloud Library
(PCL), openCV, LASlib and LASzip. For 3D visualization of the point clouds we have used
displaz and LAStools, and openCV for the projections.
Since the listed techniques in Section 2 do not need any seed for finding the railroad cables, an
extensive input dataset can be simply partitioned into several component by spatial boundaries
and then the processing can be evaluated parallely. The partitioning has a few restrictions for
some algorithms, for example the skeleton algorithm needs overlapping partitions to match the
located center lines.
4. Results
To verify the result and the accuracy of the algorithms we annotated manually a 100m long
segment4 of the whole point cloud and tested the algorithms on it. First the algorithms were
examined separately, focusing on four metrics: i) the runtime, ii) the number of filtered points,
iii) the number of false negatives and iv) the number of false positive detections5. As shown in
Table 1, the Above and Density algorithms remove most of the non-cable points, but they also
delete some cable points (introducing false negatives), therefore these methods can be a good
3Available at: https://github.com/mcserep/railroad
4This segment consisted of 7,316,298 points.
5The percentage of false negative detections were calculated against the size of the verification point cloud,
while the percentage of false positive detections were calculated against the size of the filtered result point cloud.
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seed for other algorithms. The remaining three listed algorithms are good for pre-filtering the
results.
Runtime (sec) Filtered points False Negative False Positive
Angle 1.142 560,805 0.00 % 99.63 %
Ground 0.223 3,099,515 0.00 % 99.41 %
Voronoi 1.940 239,701 0.00 % 99.65 %
Above 3.289 7,292,901 7.77 % 2.24 %
Density 2.072 6,425,803 21.79 % 97.82 %
Table 1: Efficiency and accuracy of the algorithms in one step
Table 2 presents how the Voronoi pre-filtering helps the Above algorithm in runtime without
decreasing its accuracy. In Figure 4 we can see the result of our best algorithm.
Runtime (sec) False Negative False Positive
VoronoiAbove 3.06 7.77 % 2.24 %
AngleAbove 3.01 8.29 % 2.32 %
AngleGroundAbove 2.53 8.91 % 0.93 %
VoronoiGroundAbove 2.24 8.36 % 1.08 %
GroundDensityAbove 0.70 19.69 % 0.98 %
Table 2: Efficiency and accuracy of the combinations of the algorithms
Figure 4: Result of the from above filtering
5. Conclusion
Automatic surveillance and monitoring of railroad infrastructure based on 3D LiDAR data
requires not only reliable, but also computationally efficient algorithms due to the large disk
size of the datasets. This study carries out a comparative examination on how various filtering
algorithms can provide support for the classification problem of railroad cable detection by
significantly reducing the size of the evaluated point cloud. Results show that a pipeline of the
analyzed filters can be executed multiple magnitudes faster compared to state of the art methods
and provides promising results for further processing. Due to the robust nature of our approach,
demanding minimal information about the input data and other railroad infrastructure, our
methods can be easily run paralelly, thus can be used in multi-core grids or in computational
clouds efficiently.
In further work we plan to implement an efficient version for the state of the art algorithms
and use them as a last step after our filtering algorithms to measure the exact acceleration in
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computational performance. We also aim to extend the involved filters with further available
attributes of the points beside their position, like laser pulse return intensity or RGB data.
The introduced methods can also be extended and utilized in automated railroad infrastruc-
ture monitoring and anomaly detection. Loose cable segments can be identified by the algorithm
based on the bending. Trees growing dangerously close to the cables can be detected based on
the point density of grid cells exceeding a predefined upper threshold. The disruption detection
of the cable is given by the searching algorithm, since in this case the method is unable to find
a part of the powerline, it implies a disruption.
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